A MAP SHEWING THE ORDER & CAUSES OF SALVATION & DAMNATION

WHEN THOU DOST READ THIS SIDE, THEN LOOK INTO THE HEART AS IN A MIRROR, AND SEE IF THOU CANST READ THE SAME THERE IN GOD BY CHRIST HIS NAME, IF NOT, THEN FEAR THE OTHER SIDE, WHICH NOT TO LIFE BUT DEATH DOCTH GUIDE,

WHEN ONE RISES FROM THE DEAD, THE ETERNAL CALL, OUT OF WHICH HIS BOOK WILL FALL.

WHERE SHEPHERDS PROVIDE THE WHEAT, ONE CANNOT SOW AN EAGLE'S EGG.

WHEN SHEED SHEEP PROVIDE THE WHEAT, ONE CANNOT SOW AN EAGLE'S EGG.

WHEN SHEEP PROVIDE SHEEP, ONE CANNOT SOW AN EAGLE'S EGG.

WHEN SHEEP PROVIDE SHEEP, ONE CANNOT SOW AN EAGLE'S EGG.

ABy John Bunyan. Author of the Pilgrim's Progress.